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EMBASSY 

OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

8 June 1966 

Dear Secretary McNamara, 

One of my main motivations in leaving John McNaughton’s office 

to cone to Vietnam last August was a feeling that a year of reading 

oiticial cables from that country had not satisfied my "need to know” 

about the nature of the problems there. Too many events came—to me, 

and, it seemed, to others in the building—as surprises, too much 

behavior seemed puzzling and unmotivated, the reasons for our persistent 

failures and setbacks there seemed too uncertain. At the end of a 

year’s work on Vietnam affairs I felt scarcely more educated on the 

situation than at the beginning. I took the chance to come to Vietnam 

with General Lansdale as, in large part, an opportunity to reduce that 
ignorance. 

After only a few months I was fully convinced of what I had suspected 

before: that otficial reporting (including Nodis and Kyes Only, back-channel 

and what-have-you) is grossly inadequate to the job of educating high-level 

decision-makers to the nature of the essential problems here. It did not 

tell them what they needed to know. Nor did official, high-level visits to 

Vietnam (though somewhat better), in practice, fill that lack. Nor are there 

reports to be read in Saigon that answer the Questions; to rely entirely on 

the official reporting to Saigon from the field (as many high officials in 

Saigon do) is to remain as untutored on many critical problems of Vietnam 

as ^ felt, and was, in Washington. There is simply no substitute for long, 

ubhurnea, pr: vate conversation with the regrettably small number of people 

with prolonged and broad experience in this country, or with counterinsurgency 

experience in other parts of Asia. It i^ much easier to find such people 

("and, of course, the much larger number of people who have had direct, 

frustrating but educational, working contact with the Vietnamese outside of 

Saigon) in Vietnam, both in Saigon and in the provinces, than anywhere else; 

and there is no better reason for coming to Vietnam for an education. 

One moral is that official reporting and visits should be supplemented, 

in my opinion, by visits to Vietnam by precisely those trusted personal 

assistants who "can’t possibly be spared for ten days," or other, relatively 

low-visibility representatives, not in the inspector-general role of checking 

on US performance but to seek out such knowledgeable persons and learn from 

them more of the nature of problems here. Another is that visits to the US 

oi. these persons should be fully exploited by arranging private seminars for 
the highest Washington policy-makers. 

I have my own list of the people who have taught me the most here, 

which 1 would be glad to pass on (and I think you should be collecting 

nominations for such a list), but my immediate purpose in writing you is 

to bring to your attention that John Vann, who would be near the top of a 

great many lists here, is now in the States on visitation leave and will 

be in Washington available for consultation during that time. 
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THE ^RESIDENT: Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. 

o 1 j ' i® 
secretary McNamara and Ambassador Lodge will be leaving 

tomorrow evening fyr Saigon. When they return next week, we will 'give 
mm 

consideration to their recommendations, as well as those 

Ambassador Taylor and General Westmoreland. We will do what 
necessary, 
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, ^,..... is a determined effort of conquest that is directed f rom ■,, 

iWl® Hanoi » Hea’jy infiltration of North Vietnamese forces has created new 2 

*^al8®r® an<^ 'liffiev lties in South Viet Nam. Increased aggression* from .1 

! ’ : North may require an increased American response on the ground in 

m. Increased aggression from the North continues to 
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j, ile, General Westmoreland has the authority tolusei the 

3 that are now in Viet Nam in the ways whi*ch hq considers 

to resist the Communist aggression and the terror that is 

ace 1ftere. These forces will defend their own |bases. They will 
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Secretary McNamara and Ambassador Lodge wili| concern them- 
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I intend to nominate Mr. Leonard Marks of Washington, D 
t ^ ■the1 Iii(set or of the United States Information Service, succeeding 

:;r ; „ the Honorable 
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Cerl Rowan. 
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prks has an excellent record as a teacher, lawyer, 
it. President Kennedy appointed him to be an original •«,?,, 

aard of Directors of the Communications Satellite I ,t;« ' ' 
L962. Since that time, he has been reappointed. ;!'V- >M 
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arks, who has had*a long interest in international 
omm ini:atidns, has represented the United States at broadcasting 

ronf,ireice8 an<l activities in Italy, India, Pakistan, Bwitzef-lanu 
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ghOnljpt[an|, Turkey and Iran. 

Piillip Talbot, Assistant Secretary of State for Near Aastern^fiJ^ 1 

and-8oFlt Ap1Jan Affairs, will be nominated as United States Ambafcssjdo, 
?v\X<?‘P to Greece. Be will succeed Henry R. Labouisse, who is Executive 

Dirictbr of tjhe United Nations Children's Fund. 

u- A nost experienced foreign service officer,1 Raymdnjk |A. Hare, 
who lid presently Ambassador to Turkey, will succeed him in Marxist as 
Ass; slant Secretary of State. Ambassador Hare has been i£ tne Foreign 
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Service since 1927* He has served in France, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, 
in, tho United Airab Republic, and Yemen. 
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I have asked Mrs. Penelope Heartland Thunberg of Maryland to 

become a mettber of the United States Tariff Commission. She will serve 
in tile position last held by Commissioner Walter Schreibe? for a 
expi Lng June 16, 1970. 

.8. Thunberg is an international economist presently serving 
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as Deputy Chief of ‘the International Division, Economic And Research 
Area,^Centrpl Intelligence Agency. She was a Phi Beta Kappa graduate 

:e College and holds the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from Radcliffe 
Collegej. 

Please stai, 
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She is here this afternoon and I would like you to meet her. 
d up. 

esterday, the Soviet Government notified the U.S. Government 
agreeable to the resumption of negotiations of the 18-nation 
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Msarmamen i Committee at Geneva. The United States has suggested 
a date no Later than July 27 for this resumption. Mr. William C. Foster now 
is in the process of Inquiring whether this date is agreeable to the 

?£:?'other 16 mjsmqers of the Disarmament Committee. 
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. ^ States, would consult and would agree on a date for resumption,dfter 
ii'l '•hich the other members of the committee would be consulted in order to 
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!? On instrvetiohs to urge reconvening of the Disarmament Committee as soon 
- I' , - , _ . , . , _ _ . 

' as possible. I Yesterdeiy*? Soviet response is an encouraging development. . 
As we have stated before, peace is the leading item on the agenda of ifcii'yi* t :* 

;ii mankind and elvery effort should be made to lead us toward that goal. 
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■ir : As L stated in San Francisco, we will come to these negotiations 
with proposal^ for effective attack on these deadly dangers to mankind ' .;V| 

v' .i' jvand we 'hope |that others will do the same. 
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Now]X;am prepared to take the questions. 
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UE9TION: Mr. President, in your statement about the 
in Viet Nam, sir, you referred to the necessity for .‘I- : V : 

ing adequate reserves and adequate equipment. I winder, 
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3‘ r, in vitw c»f the increased fighting and the increasing manpower 
rr mitmtnt, are you giving any thought, is the Government giving 
y thought, first, to calling up additional reserves, or, second. 
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THE PRESIDENT: The Government is always considering 1. 
/ possibility and every eventuality. No decisions have been 

connection with the reserve or increasing draftj calls, 
jeina better position to act upon matters of that kind 
Secretary returns from his trip. 
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Harriman's trip to Moscow has any connection with the . ^ |f 
sition in Viet Nam? i 
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PRESIDENT: 1 thinlc that the Governor has be: 
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THE PRESIDENT: I don’t think that anyone can prophesy 
;; Iwhat v^ill happen from ,day to day, or week to week, 
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I think it is well for us to remember that three Presidents have ' ^ 
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President Eisenhower made our first commitment 
ther e in 1954. That was reaffirmed by President Kennedy many 

in different ways. times 
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;i Unitejd States that we expect to keep that commitment. 
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The present President has reiterated the stand of the 
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vV.:? National Honor is at stake. Our work is at stake. It must be 
to all Americans that they would not want the President i 
country to follow any course that was inconsistent with 
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QUESTION: Mr. President, sir, in view of the situation in 
North Viet Nam and South Viet Nam, are you thinking of continuing 
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THE PRESIDENT: It is contended that the merger would * l . 
improve the efficiency, but I do not think that it is a matter that would b i 
conside red in connection with what happens out there one way or u-V 
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QUESTION: Mr. President, could you give us a status 
report on the Air Forced Manned Outer Space Laboratory, 

■ sHcifically whether you intend to give it a "go ahead", and i 
v;:Nffi:!;'-’. «». »hen? 1 

I am not in a position to males a . 
The Space Council has had some 

connection with the matter. There is a study going f;1 ■ i 
’ V - ! ; ^ ' on every day# in that connection, but I would not want to r>: : :|;i i -'l 

go further than that, now. 1 

QUESTION: Mr. President, in view of the Disarmament *!:. 
Conference and the Soviet Response, and Ambassador 
HarrimWs conference with the Soviet Union, could you 
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give us )tur assessment of Soviet-American relations as .^:t 
they stciic now? Could you give us a temperature reading | 

!"I[E PRESIDENT: We are very anxious to ulaintajn 
latinns with the Soviet Union, and we had felt that 
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We will be looking for every opportunity that we can 
orl(: with the Soviet Union in the Interest of peace. the Interest of peace. We 

it the resumption of the Disarmament Conference. . 
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■ any way we can. I 
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— Mr. President, 
QUESTION: /last sir, Juu stfeted things in Viet Nam 

probably will get worse before they c;an get better* Can you give us 
any appraisal as to hcv wutiy troops Mr* we going vo change our j fighting 
or is a new concept going to be introduced? Cen you give us any 
indication ofi that? 

J THE; PRESIDENT: As I said in ray opening statement, the 
aggression has increased. The forces that are pursuing that aggression 
haye greatly|injcreased in number. It will be necessary to resist that 
aggression arid [therefore to have substantially larger increments of 
trOops whichjWO have been supplying from time to time. 

Lgure 
Lodge’b 

i dd j, not think that anyone can tell at this date any special 
figure tb,at vljll be required but I think that following Ambassador ! 

snd Secretary McNamara’s trip we will have a better estimate 
what Sthej rest; of the year will hold for us. 
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QUESTION: Mr. President, some people question the ability of 
jthe SOuit Viejtnanese to govern themselves at this point, in one insti 
by Serfatqr Stjennis of Mississippi. 

II I j 
Can; yoi\ give us any indication of what you see in the future 

jfor the re-establishment of civilian rule in Saigon? 

TeJe PRESIDENT:; We would hope 'that if the North Vietnamese 
woAld cee.se jtheir aggression we could immediately take steps to have 
thb peop].e cjf South Vietnam exercise their choice and establish a 
government elf their choosing. We, of course, would hope that that 

vould j be' a very efficient and effective and democratic system 

QUESTION: Mr. President, would the increasing number of 
American troops going to Viet Nam, would you cay if there will be a 
continuing or any increasing diplomatic proving for peaceful 
settlement? i 

_ PRESIDENTS Yes, --vs will constantly oe on the a}ert to 
probe !apd to be ready and willing to negotiate with the appropriate 
pecjplej. I must nay that candor compels me to tell you that there nan 

bejpn the slightest indication that the other side is interested 
‘iatioh or in unconditional discussions although the United 
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States'; has [make home do ten separate attempts to bring that; a[dou|tf, 

.QUESTION: Mr. President, quite a bit has been written 
recently about your relations ..with the press. Some of these stories 
have beenjppenly critical,to say the least, 
rrbm everybody! but you. 

sir. We seem to have heard 

! I| wojndej: if you could give us your views or the subject? 

the people 

PRESIDENT: I think that the press and the Congress and 
tile! United States have generally speaking, with very 

mibor exheptikn^,1 given me during the time I have been President, 
very strong feupporrt an~ very excellent cooperation. know that therms, 
are some in ejacn sjeguie^t that have been disapppinted in some of my 
decision*} and! some of my actions. I like to think; what those who calk 
about them the mosjt, see us the least, and sc far as “ ar concerned, 

• have not criticism to make of any other * tele in helping 

my Job. !| 
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,j We have ai fvery fine Cabinet® Ziearxy person j. uave 
asked to icotr.ej help the government ha& done so, I think that tat re are 
very few iFresidentp, in the history of this country that have bad more 
supporti '.‘more: publisher^ and more megasines, tae:. ere present Preserve*, 
t am grateful! for that, although I recognize it is an essential pert oi 
their dpbv tq point1 up weaknesses that ’they thi-ek exist. I have seer 
that taief place fo.jr some 35 years and as long as they point them out. 
and the niannesr in ifhlch they are pointing them out, and the people, continue to 
support, ujs arid the Congress continues to support- us, I am not golrjg tc find 
any*!?adit with khesu During the period that we nave had the most hectic, 
distressing mpment^ here in Washington, the poll has gone up six percent 
out in the country. So I sometimes think maybe it is just July in the 

Hatibnjis Capital. 
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see the poll tax repealed. I am against the poll tax. I have tried to 
d like to. 

** *e^ea*er everY ne that I have had a chance, when I thought- we 
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I have ^ fM asked the Attorney General to attempt to work with the 
y conferees of aoth House .and Senate to see if they cannot agree on satis- 

■ • , factory language that will give us the most effective repeal provision 
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obtaiiable and that we think can be supported in the courts.. I have 
no doubt but what a very satisfactory solution will be found, 
would pe quite desirable. 
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QUESTION: Mr. President, have you discussed with Leonard 

ypt the particular man or the type of men that you and he might 
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like to fill the other two key vacancies in the USlA, the Deputy Director 
and the Kead of the Voice of America? 

THE PRESIDENT: No, The Deputy Director is now being handled by 

a very able man with experience who will be there for a while| yet, I am jSS* ' 

sure that after Mr. I^arks reviews the organization and talks to t ie 
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. ,..VaAIVD xcviews me organization ana talks to tie 

PrI"ent DepTy Dil|ector and the present Director, Mr. Rowkn, hf will 
; -V t) j ! cone UP with some suggestions and recommendations. I believe that they 
[y-/ w i|l be accep|table 
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yON: Mr. President, in view of your long history of 

civil rights a bipartisan natter, why did you single 

Republican Leadership for criticism in your statement on 
Jst week? i 
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1 RESIDENT: I didn't single out anyone. We had had seven 1 

bout the relative merits of two proposals.j It had befen 

the Administration proposal wa s dripping in venom and was 
e aid vrent too far, and a good many things had been sai_ 

ly, when it was put as a test to the judgment of the Hciuse, tliey 
made their decision. 
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commended thai decision and said that I believed that Shiv wbij< 

ctiui as tiey had. Had they adopted the so-called For'd bt | * 

substitute for the committee bill, as advocated by Judge Howard 

Smith anl Gavernolr Tuck and others, I was of the opinion it would have jiil 

strength from the bill that they passed. * | ] 

ery proud of the action of the House. I ain’very proud of the 

r exercised in that connection. But people are allowed to comm 

. . reIative merits of legislation, either before or after a vote, and I 

: ; : *ound *here have been a good many comments on my proposals. I thought if'., 
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have doms much jnore than we have in that field. I have become\4ry con- 

of t iat» 1 hav7 traveled over this Nation and tafkedltojoUr people 
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er this Nation and tafkejdlto) o\ir people, 
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TION: Mr. President, in connection with civil lights 

ne coljloquy between you and the Republican Leaders, they have 

at over the years you have changed your position on civil 

ndered if you could give us your concept of your* developing 
philosophy on civil rights legislation. 
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E PRESIDENT: Yes, I think all of us realize at this stage 

Century there is much that diouid have been done that has not 

This bill is not going to solve the problem completely itself. 

There will be much to be done in the years ahead. I think the problem 

of the American Negro is one of the two or three most important problems 

that we must! face up to with our legislation again next year. 
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4} mi I am particularly sensitive to the problems of the Negro and 

the problems of the city and the problems which the shift in population 

: has cause!, such as the problem of education. I have task forces working 

on those tnrgs. Perhaps it is because I realize after traveling through 

, l . . ’ 44 States and after reading some 20,000 or 30,000 letters a wpek^ digests 

- ’ :■!*.;*. from them, it is a very acute problem and one that I want to 

in the limited time that I am allowed. i 
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did not have that responsibility in the years past, and I 

did not feel it to the extent that I do today. Ih.ope that you may under¬ 

stand that I ihL.nk it is an acute one and a dangerous one and one that * j ' 

' i ' occupies high priority and one that should challenge every American of whatever 
_ _ ;j-" u, , ly* ; party and whatever religion. 
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QUESTION: Mr. President, the Soviet Union announced 

■ yesterday a new aid agreement to North. Viet Nam. I think tliey said 
it wis over and beyond what they are now supplying. Do you 

: ;y ;. 1. * . 

3ds as a serious, perhaps dangerous contribution to the 
'easea aggression you spoke of earlier that is being directed 

the [North {? 
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TpE Pi RESIDENT: Peter, I don't think that we can tell the 
i: of that agreement and how far it will reach. They gave no 
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did not explain what materials they were going 

We have known for sometime now that they ar e furnishing 
eqjiipihent and they are fumishirg supplies and they are maldng 

iutions of aid in one form or the other to North Viet Nam; 
no surprise to us at all. 

[ read the very general announcement that they have mjade 
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QUESTION: Do you think it possible that increased 
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hing that I could detect from it or that our expert! 
that would give me any more information than con- 
announcement. 
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‘;; : r aggression and infiltration by North Viet Naum springs from a 
mis ,-re icir g on the other side, a perhaps mistaken belief that 

ixi< . ' . tt iiifL-and-whatever-oriticism there has been here in i:he 
mteoTStatiis of your policy represent the voice of the American 

people? | „ 

THE PRESIDENT: No, I don't think that the teach-ins 
differences of opinion have increased the strength of 

; tha North) Vietnamese or the aggression that haus taken place 
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I do think that at times our allies, particularly the South 
Vijetnamejse people, particularly our own soldiers, do g< 

icerned about how strong we are behind them and liowj 
iited we) are in this very serious undertaking. | 

[ am glad to say, that I don't think it has had aujy 
rious or damaging effect there. I get several letteirs a 
y from soldiers in Viet Nam, service people* the Navy, 
rinesj. Army and Air. I hear from their parents. I have* 
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^et to receive single complaining letter. 
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me, who n occasions, they wish that the folks back ho 
re following this with such dedicated interest, understood the 

j ,:,.v; jiositior, as they feel they understand it. I don't think it has 
damaged our effort out there and I don't think it will. I think we will 
be pnit^d in this effort. 
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There will be some differences of opinion about the wisdom k 
courses that tlae President talces, the Executive talces. But 
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